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About This Game

Deep Sorrow is a horror/adventure game which leads you to a bunker and makes you feel desperate to get out.

An abandoned bunker, screams from the deep... While you seek your lost friend, you encounter some beings. Are they real or
are they part of your imagination? Are you alone or are there anyone else? Are you insistent on finding your friend or will you

take your first chance to escape? If you can escape...

Deep Sorrow is more of a adventure game than a horror game, though it has tension on its own way.

Features:

- Stealth Gameplay
- Looting
- Crafting

- Small Puzzles
- Tricky Level Design

- 'Vision' Gameplay - Special item which allows you to see things that you can not see with your own eyes.
- Memory Pieces - Which helps you to understand the story.
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Title: Deep Sorrow
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
QuickSave
Publisher:
QuickSave
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows Vista

Processor: Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 / AMD Radeon HD 5750. OpenGL 3.3

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Turkish
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deep sorrow description. deep sorrow that rhymes with reef. deep sorrow about. deep sorrow crossword puzzle clue. deep
sorrow status. deep sorrow ne demek. expression of deep sorrow by weeping and wailing. deep sorrow shinhwa lyrics. deep
sorrow one word. very deep sorrow meaning. deep sorrow shinhwa. describe deep sorrow. deep sorrow crossword. within deep
sorrows free download. deep sorrow love quotes. shinhwa deep sorrow lyrics. show deep sorrow crossword clue. deep sorrow
adjectives. with deep sorrow and profound grief. deep sorrow has no tongue แปล. deep sorrow en français. deep sorrow google
übersetzung. shinhwa deep sorrow english lyrics. expression of deep sorrow for someone. in deep sorrow germanwings. deep
sorrow grief misfortune. deep or intense sorrow crossword clue. deep sorrow and condolences. within deep sorrow download.
full deep sorrow. deep in sorrow. deep distress or sorrow over a loss. very deep sorrow. deep sorrow of. deep sorrow poetry.
deep sorrow pictures. deep expression of sorrow. deep sorrow bible verse. show deep sorrow crossword. deep sorrow has no
tongue. deep sorrow meaning in telugu. deep sorrow po polsku. t deep sorrow mp3 download. deep sorrow or regret. deep
sorrow steam. deep sorrow is always silent

Very short and decent game. Theres really not much to do and the plot has many holes. You are looking for someone thats been
gone for 3 days. The gameplay doesnt have that much horror other than those floating spirit balls that attacks you while they are
invisible. Which theres items you can get that gives you the ability to see them. But you can easily go through them without the
vision ability and less problem with them attacking you. You have a health bar of course, havent died so I assume if you die you
will maybe start over. BUT, you can heal yourself if you gather the items and create bandages. Pills also help recover. You also
eventually will get a flashlight which requires batteries. The puzzles isnt that difficult and the batteries are not really that scarce.

I give this game a 8\/10, the story needs to be a bit clear and the enemies to be more frightening. Nothing scary about floating
spirit balls. But the atmosphere was pretty good though.

Edit: Forgot to mention theres NO saving in this game, which is not required anyways since as said the story is very short. Play it
ONLY if you got free time (or go afk, which can work too).. I hate to say it but is seems very unfinished and not very scarry at
all almost childish, it could have potential but realy unfinished game with no point or story...
I realy don't recomend this as a game at all.... Deep Sorrow is a short but good horror\/walking simulator game, i would
recommend everyone to play it since the price tag is quite low. 8\/10. Game has a really good immersion with good graphics and
atmosphere. Nothing groundbreaking but a very decent job is accomplished. I played it three times so far to find all memory
logs, i still miss couple of them.

Tension is set in a right amount, enough to keep you playing and putting you on edge, but also preventing you to smash your
screen with fear.

More work could be put into enemies to give a better visual and toning down the resources to put a little more tension might
help the immersion and atmosphere greatly.

For its price, gameplay is justified, I would honestly wanted to see a little more detail in tapes and a little more collectibles about
story, just bits and pieces.

I would rate this game 7\/10 because of the short tension and excitement brought to me.

Keep up the good work.. It's short, it's simple, but for the price, it's not that worth it.
Buy it at sale price and enjoy the few achievements and short story.
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its about .55USD per meg sized game

A lot of care and concern for the end user to spend about 20 minutes of their life running around in the dark with nothing to
scare you, nothing to surprise or excite, just your lust for a flashlight, turning on the elevator, and finding the 'hidden;
passageway. My achievements didnt even register it seems but who cares...

I nominated for CASH GRAB GAME OF THE YEAR

Im not one to give bums money, but hey, even Scrooge was a little jolly once.

no refund!. Visually the game looks superb but unfortunately nothing behind that.
Big irritation for me are the controls. You are stuck with no way to change which is a pain for the left handed amongst us.. A
little walkthrough video you guys might enjoy, before you buy the game ;) youtu.be\/kk1sstrwAWA?a. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5Wn9bB9Fad8
Boring, short (20min) uninspired 'horror' game. Decent atmosphere, that's about it.
Find stuff, unlock doors, run through the dark. No jump scares and barebones story. Pass.. 25 minutes of gameplay, menu bug
which keeps main menu up on screen during play. Not scary. Waste of money.
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